AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF  MARTIK VAST BUEEK.
Calhoun's reflections satisfied him that in the account which h given to Hamilton of the proceedings in the Cabinet he had m mistake which, if published, would in all probability render nece a further and unreserved disclosure of those proceedings in integrity, like that which, in the sequel, lie felt himself constra^ to give in his c appeal.' The certain consequence of such a step i have been,, as he could not doubt, to involve him then in a qi with Gen. Jackson, as it did involve him when it was after taken by the publication of the c appeal.5 - This lie was for ot reasons anxious to avoid—for which purpose the only resour< any existed) was the interdiction of the publication of what h already said and the refusal to add further disclosures, on the gi of the sanctity due to Cabinet proceedings. By this course the lation of the disturbing proceedings would, at the worst, be 1 chance, and if Hamilton, after it had slept for two years, ha shown Forsyth's letter to Lewis manifestly as a matter of curi that revelation might never have been made.
This was the construction ultimately placed by most disinte: and fair minds upon all the assertions and inuendoes, statement counterstatements in the case, and the conviction became genera what plotting there was had been directed by other hands and : at the destruction of a different individual. In all my subseque litical contests the charge of concocting and engineering that f << conspiracy was never revived against me, unless the vague and r allusions on the occasion of the rejection of my nomination as 1 ter to England—when the use of the charge was in keeping w: original object, may be considered such a revival.
I did not see any of the papers contained in Mr. Calhoun's phlet before its public appearance in February 1831, but had, way I have described, received general impressions in respect tc contents.   Our intercourse, consequently, became daily more anc formal and ceased altogether after I had read that work.   Fror time until the extra-session of Congress in September 1837, a ] of between six and seven years, our relations were those of guised hostility.   At that session he supported the principle ai recommendations of my Message to Congress openly, ably, and out reserve.   This was no holidav determination, promising i

